
Lower Island Women’s Soccer Association 
Victoria, BC Canada | www.liwsa.com 

LIWSA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – JUNE 13, 2021-- 5PM VIA ZOOM  

EXECUTIVE BOARD IN ATTENDANCE: 

Casey Tepper, Jules Nagy, Cheryl Van Ireland, Stacie Madelung, Marta Ausio-Esteve, Gareth 
Crisp, Sanja Dodos, Jeannie Fraser, Sharon Scott, Heather Todd,  

MEETING PROCEEDINGS 

1. Meeting called to order at 5:03pm by president.

2. Motion to have 2020 minutes as read: Brad. Seconded: Becky. All in favour.

Minutes are moved as read.

3. Introduction of executive members:

a. Casey Tepper – president

b. Jules Nagy – VP

c. Cheryl van Ierland – secretary

d. Stacie Madelung – registrar

e. Marta Ausio-esteve – communications chair

f. Heather Todd – risk management chair

g. John Kilbank – referees

h. Gareth Crisp – premier liaison

i. Sanja Dodos – div 1 liaison

j. Adriano Sumberac – div 2 liaison

k. Samantha Eburne – div 3 liaison

l. Jean Fraser – o30 liaison

m. Sharon Scott – o35 liaison

4. Overview of zoom meeting functions & etiquette – Marta:  We ask if that you be

respectful when speaking verbally or in chat portion of the meaning. 1 strike

policy, any disrespectful comment and you will be removed from the meeting.  We

http://www.liwsa.com/
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ask that all questions are held until the end of each report. just use the chat feature 

to indicate the question. if you have any questions for Marta just raise your hand. 

5. President’s Report – Casey 

A.) Thanks everyone for this past season. It was tough, short and a huge learning 

experience for all of us. It was good to see us all working together to get in what we 

could. Contact Tracing and everything was done very well. Teams notifying us and 

letting us know of Covid tests was completely bang on as it gave us a chance to cancel 

the game till the result of the test was in. We are almost there and with the Sept. 7th 

date for the provincial full restart it is so huge. Lets not let up now we are so close. On 

a personal note I would like to thank our executive board for all their work this past 

season. Without them what happened little or small was because of their efforts.  

B.) I have been busy trying to get ready for the upcoming season working with BCSA . To 

help us out please register in a timely fashion in order for us to be able to align the 

divisions. Also to begin to build a schedule for a full season. The reason this is asked 

is because 40% of teams opted last year and we need to know what teams are returning 

or not, and if any new teams are entering .   

C.) Important Dates to remember The LIWSA would like to begin its season Friday 

Sept. 10th – Dec. 12th The break would begin on the 13th and return to play would 

be Jan. 14th and the final day of the season would be as always Mar. 31st. Easter in 

2022 is April 17th.  

D.) This Tuesday Jules and I are meeting with the MWSL and BCSA on the viability of 

provincials for this past season and of course for the up coming season. This will 

be the last call for teams still interested in provincial cups from last year. Please e-

mail and let me know if still interested so we can bring this to the table.  

E.) I have been attending webinars with the city and the local Finlayson stakeholders 

on the Finlayson upgrade. To date there is a 2.4 million dollar upgrade proposal to 

take to the city for approval. Upgrade is planned for summer 2022 . 

F.) A group of 4 LIWSA representatives have been put together to sit in on a RAP 

revitalization board led by Vic West FC. The plan is to build the top grass surface 

in the country along with a stadium that could hold up to 4,000 spectators. This is 

in the early stages and we will have a meeting with the city in August on this 

proposal. Meanwhile there is a survey out about the proposal and if you go to the 

chat you will find the link there. We will also add it to our site.  

G.) Any questions? Jules – we need to approve the agenda and if there are any 

additions to the agenda. Motion: Becky. Seconded, Dano. All in favour. 

 

6. Treasurer’s Report  
A.) This has been a very strange year just from this point in the financial picture as 

we had a large turnover.  Firstly our accountant retired and shortly after our 
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bookkeeper did the same. We found a new book keeper and after a few short 

months he too stepped away as his family was growing. After some extensive 

searching I did manage to find an accountant/bookkeeper that is so happy to 

help us in any way he can and he could also use the extra work. While I talk we 

will  show you the balance statement and notice to reader as of March 31st 2021. 

I would like to point out to everyone there will be no raise in fees this season. 

There is a reason for that as we as an executive dropped the ball on this one as 

the motion was on the floor in early January 2020 but it was tabled to the 2020 

AGM and simply said we forgot to bring it up. So we will table this again till 

the C&M meeting in January 2020 to be voted on at the AGM in 2022 .  

B.)  Clint our new bookkeeper is willing to help us build some proper budgets so 

we can maintain our costs.  

 

7. Discipline Report  
BCSA is very happy at the way we run our discipline and hopes we continue 

on.  

Only 2 Reds from last season and both currently still have one game remaining.  

 

8. Competition Report  
 

Competition/awards last year in the six game season was basically non existent. 

This year we will be returning back hopefully to some form of normality. So 

all awards and games will be back in action.  

Provincials  

I touched on earlier in my report and will know more after Tuesday’s meeting 

with BCSA. The plan is to maintain all the number of provincial  allocations as 

in the past. A Cup 3,  Bcup 4 and classics Acup and Bcup are up in the air as 

these change on a yearly basis due to participation.   

LIWSA Cup Competitions  

will pretty well remain the same as in the past unless a competition committee 

is formed and changes can be or wanted to be made.  

AllStars  

This is something to be worked on as interest has dropped off immensely and 

the biggest complaint is the cold or rainy weather and year after year the same 

format. If a committee is formed I would like to move allstars to later in the 

year when the weather is better. I am currently in talks with the MWSL on 

eventually having an allstar format somewhat similar to the VISL. Where our 

premiers play the MWSL premiers and Our div.1 plays their div. 1 stars. These 

games would flip over every year as one year we send our premiers to the 

mainland and they send their div.1s here. The next year the opposite occurs. 

We think this will help promote our game a lot. Div. 2 ,3 and the over 30s also 

would have theirs but hopefully during better weather.  
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A new Award 

  We have come up with a new LIWSA award which will what we think will 

generate a lot of interest among LIWSA members. We would like to introduce a 

Golden Boot award for each division. Every week we will list the top scorers 

from each division. End of the season each divisional Golden Boot winner will 

receive their golden Boot Trophy. This will take work from everyone as we can 

not rely on the referees always being right on their submissions of goal scorers. 

So coaches and managers check the goal scorers for each game and let me know 

asap if a correction is to be made.  

Photographs  

Kelly Wallace and I will be trying to get around to as many teams as possible to 

take pics to post for all to enjoy. We will be wearing clearly marked LIWSA 

coats please cooperate with us as much as possible.  

 

 

 

  

9. Vice-President’s report – Jules 

a. Would like to thank Casey for his diligence, and the exec members. And 

also the patience of all our members regarding the pandemic and all that 

went with it. 

b. Not much to report, tried to support everyone as best I could this past 

season. 

c. Promotion and Relegation committee: Again was a learning curve. We did a 

lot of work on cohorts. every time we thought we were ready to go, 

something happened and we had to do it again. Hopefully we can make the 

divisions as profitable as possible this season, so that everyone has an 

enjoyable year. Will try to work from the upper tier down, hopefully teams 

will be getting register as soon as possible so we can get everyone 

organized and figure out who is coming back after pandemic. 

d. Any questions? No questions for VP. 

10. Secretary’s Report – Cheryl 

a. Nothing to report. 

11. Communications Report - Marta 

a. LIWSA contact list – any communications that we’re going to send out will most 

likely come from me. The new system allows me to send it off from one of the 

board members. Important that people pay attention to the topic and who it is 
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sent on behalf of, for who to reply to. Make sure you have the right people 

registered as coach and manager for your team. Only add the people that you 

want to be emailed. 

b. Footballer of the week – and golden boot award – will be our LIWSA thing to 

manage. In the past it was a collaboration with Victoria United, but since the 

pandemic we have not heard much. We will be taking the reigns to continue on 

with this and I will be chasing you down, and reaching out. Would like to have 

representatives from all clubs and divisions. Work with me on building the 

blurb and description. Golden boot award goes to the highest scoring 

individual.  

c. Newsletter – will use to promote LIWSA. anyone in the world can subscribe to 

it. Can visit the website under newsletter to see the most current one. Will 

continue promoting the concussion blog we are subscribed too. We will 

advertise any sponsors. any programs to do with women’s or girl’s sport. 

Anything you’d like to include in the newsletter, please reach out to me. 

d. Sponsorships, Jean is keen on working on sponsorship. Hoping to get a 

collective so we can work on the newsletter and use social media to do with 

sponsorship. 

 

12. Registrar’s report – Stacie 

a. Thank you so much to the teams that have already registered. Deadline is 

June 30. Once registrations in, will send out to all the contacts, the keycode 

to register your players. Will be about August 9. Marta has been very kind 

in building a player registration manual. Will be sending out emails with 

all the details, so won’t make this too long-winded. Once all team 

registration is in, you’ll hear from me again. 

b. Team registration- Dates:  June 1-30 

c. Player registration – Dates: August 31st or 48 hrs prior to first game? 

d. Fees deadlines:  Dates:  September 15 (50%) & October 1st (50%) 

13. Risk Management report – Heather 

a. Just a reminder for coaches and managers to get their CRC record checks 

done. Valid for 3 years. go to liwsa.com, at the bottom site map will find the 

directions. If anyone has any issues, let me know. I don’t control the email 

reminders, but they are an incentive to get your record check in. 

14. Referee’s report – John – not in attendance 
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15. Liaison’s report – GARETH – nothing to report, SANJA- nothing to report, 

ADRIANO-nothing to report, SAMANTHA-nothing to report, JEAN-nothing to 

report, SHARON-nothing to report 

Divisional Line up pre Co-vid 

a. Premier (8 teams) 

Campbell River FC Gorge FC 

Lakehill FC Nanaimo United (1) 

Nanaimo United (2) Prospect Lake – Lakers (1) 

Prospect Lake-Lakers (2) Saanich Fusion Susan’s 

 

b. Division One (10 teams) 

Bays United FC Lakehill FC 

SFFC Cascades Lakehill Reds 

Castaways PACE FC Wolfpack 

Gorge United Prospect Lake – Lakers 

JDF United SFF United 

 

c. Division Two (10 teams) 

Cowichan FC Nanaimo United 

Fernwood City Peninsula FC 

Gorge FC Prospect Lake – Lakers 

Gorge United Salt Spring United 

Lakehill United Vic West FC 

 

d. Division Three (14 teams) 

Bays United FC (1) Bays United (2) 

Gorge Masters Gorge FC 

JDF FC JDF United 

Ladysmith Strikers Prospect Lake – Lakers 

Lakehill FC Saanich Fusion 

NIFA Pacific United FC Sooke SC 

Vic West FC Victoria Athletics 

 

e. O30A (6 teams) 

Castaways United JDF FC 

Cowichan Cougars Prospect Lake – Lakers 

Gorge FC Vic West FC 
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f. O30B (5 teams) 

Castaways FC Prospect Lake – Lakers 

Lakehill  SFF Fire 

Peninsula Heat  

 

g. O35 (6 Teams) 

Bays United Breakers Saanich Fusion 

Gorge Fc Sooke Jaggers 

Peninsula Sula Sisters Vic West Scottish 

 

16. Elections:  

Positions up for election: 

1.President –Casey stepping down as 

president and would like to come 

back in as an operations manager. 

Will be spoken on in new business. 

No nominations for president. 

Position vacant, VP will fill in. 

 

Discipline chair – Leah crisp nominated. No 

other nominations. Leah appointed 

Discipline Chair, congratulations! 

 

 

Secretary – No nominations. Cheryl 

stands 

Treasurer –no nominations- stays vacant 

 

O35 liaison – No nominations. Sharon 

stands. 

Division 2 Liaison – No nominations.  

Casey will ask Adriano if he will 

stand!  

Adriano said yes!  

 

 

Competitions chair – no nominations 

– stays vacant 

 

 

17. Motions – No motions on the floor 

18. New Business 

a. Calling for new business. use the chat to let us know. no new business. 

b. Talking about the operations manager. Casey: I will leave the meeting, and 

Jules will take it from here so you can discuss. Take care everyone and lets  

hope for a fun season ahead. 

c. Jules - We at LIWSA have done a lot of research and looked at this in depth. 

We have to go this route as there isn’t a surplus of volunteers willing to 
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take on these positions. It has come to the point where we have to hire and 

pay someone to do this work. We hoped it wouldn’t get to this point, but it 

has. We have created a role of operations manager, and hoping Casey will 

take this on. This position won’t cost much at this time compared to what 

other organizations are paying, and will not require us to raise our fees. 

This is a start, and we will look next season to see about financials and 

whether to continue this role. I will be stepping in as president in the 

interim. As for operations manager, would like some feedback from the 

membership. We as the governing body can hire or fire anyone, but we felt 

that we would ask our membership at this AGM for their input. We hope 

this is a positive direction and discussion from the membership. Any 

questions? 

1. I think most associations in BC are moving in that direction. Just 

professionalizing the leagues they work for. This is a very important 

position and Casey is very qualified to do all the work. At some 

point increasing to a raise, like what they’ve done with the mid- 

island league, they went the same way. We will need the 

professionalism and a paid position to move our organization 

forward. Is a good idea and we really support that. 

2.  Would this also serve as treasurer and competitions committee? Yes. 

Will also be working with the discipline chair to do all the admin 

work. 

3. What goes into the evaulation before the 2022 AGM? Would look 

back to make sure the position was effective. Just to let you know, at 

this time we don’t have the capacity to do the full job description 

and hiring process, as there is so few of us on the exec. With Casey 

already doing all these jobs, it is more fair to offer this. 

4. As it stands right now, not a new position, just a person to help us 

out with the day to day work. This person has no vote on the exec. 

5.  Can you please post the info to the website? Yes will do. 

6. Are we anticipating a deficit? No, it still falls within our budget, 

without raising any fees. The new website costs were a lot more last 

year than they will be in the next year. Also down 40% registration 

this past season and that reflects in our books as well. Will also 

work very hard to get sponsors to offset some costs. 
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7. We will be asking the amount of time being spent in the role to be 

tracked. So we have a better idea at the end of the season for 

evaluation. 

8. The fiscal year prior to this did we have an extra $10, 000 to spend on 

this? Not sure, but we do have an account that we can rely on for 

emergency. However we have looked at the numbers and it won’t 

seem that we would lose any money. 

9. If this had come to light a couple months ago, I could have advised 

in finding ways to manage this. There is the Casey option, there is 

Vince who could help, there is other options in LISA. LIWSA should 

do a governance review, this is a short term solution that will 

probably lend itself into the long-term but there are better ways to 

do it. I think there is a weakness in the financials, so that could be 

possibly done in other ways. Not trying to bad mouth anything, just 

a lot that happened with clubs and LISA recently that could have 

helped out. 

1. Very difficult when nobody steps up. Putting a lot of 

responsibility on the few of us. Have some difficulty with 

attaching us with us to other leagues.  

2. Thanks for your input, there was a lot of discussion on 

exactly what you said. This is what will help us now so we 

can get this season going. This is a learning curve for us. We 

saw what happened with other leagues and they had growing 

pains as well. 

10. I believe what Marta just said is we are a different 

organization but strong partners with VISL and LISA. Seen a lot of 

changes, LISA very connected now to Pacific FC. I believe that it all 

comes back to nobody stepping up. and trying to keep our identity 

as Lower Island Women.  

d. Would have been nice to have more members here today to take part in this 

discussion. 

e. We will proceed with appointing Casey as operations manager. Jules will 

step into the president’s role until one is found.  

19. Motion to adjourn – Dano. Seconded – Becky.  Meeting adjourned, 6:09 pm. 
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Keep healthy, keep well and let’s get back on the field Sept. 10th ! 

 

 



 

Lower Island Women’s Soccer Association 
Victoria, BC Canada | www.liwsa.com 

 
 

 

LIWSA Meeting (Via Zoom) 
August 16, 2021 – 7:00pm 
 
Board Attendees: Casey Tepper, Jules Nagy, Marta Ausio-Esteve, Gareth Crisp, Leah Crisp, 
Sanja Dodos, Sharon Scott, Cheryl van Ierland, Stacie Madelung 
 
Meeting called to order at 7:04pm by Jules. 
Motion to approve AGM 2021 minutes as read: Marta. Seconded: Gareth. 
 

PRESIDENT’S/VP’S REPORT: 
 Welcome Leah Crisp to our Executive, thank you Leah. 2nd round on our executive. Taken 

on the Discipline Chair and wish her luck in this role. 

 Casey and I have been working on putting out fires on the soccer front. Remember Marta 
saying last year multiple times that an inquiry for the executive must be emailed to the 
Secretary (Cheryl) and then Cheryl will send it to the proper person on the exec. Instead, 
people are sending to Marta and expecting her to deal with everything. Think we should 
put another memo out that unless communication is done in the proper way, it won’t be 
responded to. Otherwise it is too stressful for everyone. Marta could you please put that 
memo out on our webpage. 

 Got a couple of bulletins from BC Soccer today. One is referee registration, trying to bring 
referees back in that opted out due to Covid. Other one is electronic communication, 
using their information network to find the correct person for inquiries to go to. 

 

SECRETARY’S REPORT: 
 Nothing to report 

 

COMMUNICATIONS REPORT: 
 I have the newsletter and will be promoting our usual concussion protocol web log. Going 

to promote the Golden Boot Award on it. Will show who is in the lead for the Golden 
Boot award each month. Will be doing our own Footballer of the Month, LIWSA specific. 
Wanted to help promote two articles on two groups of women who are doing some 
things in the community. One is “For Love of Sport” podcast project. Also, a program 
called “She Trains”, two women have organized it for submitting grant requests and many 
participating from all over the soccer community. Hoping that with your approval I can 
write something up and then proceed as things develop to put it out there to our 
membership. Thoughts? –Sounds great, love the idea of promoting women in sports. 

http://www.liwsa.com/
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REGISTRAR’S REPORT: 

 Not much to report, working on registration and getting all the key codes out for 
registering players. 

 Casey: Is there any way that when teams submit their registration that they could 
please put in the scheduling elements? Most teams fill it out but Casey spent lots of 
time chasing people down for their scheduling requests on the weekend.  

o It’s tricky because the only thing we could do is make it mandatory or chase 
people down. If we want to I could talk to Randy and see if there’s a way to 
switch it for next year to make it a mandatory field, rather than an option of 
TBD.  

o Yes, let’s see if Randy can remove the TBD section. We will make it clear 
about this switch at the AGM so people are prepared for this change.  

DISCIPLINE CHAIR: 
 Nothing to report 

 Casey will send info from BC Soccer to Leah 

RISK MANAGEMENT REPORT: 
 Nothing to report, away 

 Heather is right on top of the CRCs. Asked Randy to see if he can come up with 
something in the program, now set up that if someone’s risk management expires, a 
red flag will pop up right away. 

REFEREES REPORT: 
 Nothing to report, away 

 Any referees that want to be paid by estransfer, will be set up this year. 

 
OPERATIONS MANAGER REPORT: 

 Season Start Sept.10
th

 Break Dec.13 – Jan.13  

 
 It’s been a really eye-opening last couple of weeks. A lot has happened. Invoices 

pretty much ready to go. Started working on scheduling. Prospect Lake Div 3 has 
folded. The team approached me about raising the roster to 27 because they didn’t 
want to turn away players. Wanting to combine their two teams for this, and were 
not willing to recruit for new players for both teams. To begin with it’s a little late. 
Question put forward to executive if we want to hold at 24 players or raise the limit 
to unlimited. 

 Jules: Question is, do we leave the roster limit at 24 or do we raise the roster to 
unlimited. All in favour of staying at 24 players on the roster. 

 Golden Boot Award is coming along nicely. Top scorer in the division wins the Golden 
Boot at the end of the year. Referees will enter the goal scorers in the game reports. 
The system calculates it and it will be kept track of that way. 7 Golden Boots, one for 
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each division. What happens now is that on every team page, the leading scorer’s 
photo will be on the page.  

 Scheduling – hoping to start generating schedules for Div 1 and Div 2 tonight. Can’t 
do the rest right now because I still need scheduling elements for those divs. Hope to 
have the schedules up by end of this week. Started talking to Vince about scheduling 
and found out that Friday nights have now gone to some of the Vic West men’s 
teams, who requested every Friday night at 6. This is wrong as we usually flip-flop 
every other Friday for our away games. So we are trying to sort that out. 

 Invoices will be sent out starting tonight and tomorrow. Please as an executive 
consider raising the fees for next year, as we have to give the refs a raise in pay and 
our funds will be tight. 

 Competitions- still trying to get competitions going with the MWSL. Anyone who 
wants to sit on the Competitions committee I would really appreciate the help. 

 Jules- thank you Casey, this has been making our lives easier and things are running 
smoothly. 

 Jules - Post-office box; costing us money every year. Now that we have an Operations 
Manager I feel we should have everything go to his address rather than a PO Box. 
Can we switch to e-communication? Still ideal for non-profits to have a place to mail 
rather than pay for electronic option. A lot of people also prefer to send legal 
documents through the mail. Keep the PO Box for two more years while everyone 
adjusts to change of address. 

LIAISONS’ REPORT: 

 Nothing to report 

 

MOTIONS: 
                             1.) The LIWSA puts forward a motion to ammend Rule 7.2 

Rule 7.2 as it reads now  
7.2 The LIWSA operates a promotion/relegation system to ensure that teams continue to play at a 

level at which they are competitive. The team(s) eligible for promotion will be promoted to the next 

highest division for the following season. Promotion is mandatory for any team being promoted to a 

higher division, please see Rule 7.3 for promotion criteria.  Relegation is mandatory, unless otherwise 

determined by LIWSA to ensure structural integrity and equitable divisions. Failure to accept 

promotion will result in a fine of $500 and the team(s) may be disqualified from future play or relegated 

to the lowest division, with the following exceptions: 

a) If the eligible team(s) are part of a club that due to geographic or population limitations 
(i.e., Salt Spring) are unable to sustain a team in the higher division, exception to promotion 
may be made at the discretion of the LIWSA Executive. Any team not wishing to be promoted 
under these conditions, must notify the LIWSA President in writing, no later than one (1) week 
after the completion of the League schedule for that Division. 
b) Vacancies in any division may be filled by voluntary promotion of third placed teams 
or by challenge for promotion, or as otherwise determined by LIWSA. 

 
Rule 7.2 proposed Ammendment 
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7.2 The LIWSA operates a promotion/relegation system to ensure that teams continue to play at a 

level at which they are competitive. The team(s) eligible for promotion will be promoted to the next 

highest division for the following season. Promotion is mandatory for any team being promoted to a 

higher division, please see Rule 7.3 for promotion criteria.  Relegation is mandatory, unless otherwise 

determined by LIWSA to ensure structural integrity and equitable divisions. Failure to accept 

promotion will result in a fine of $500 and the team will be disqualified from future play and the 

team/club will be denied an opportunity to enter any new team or teams within any division of the 

LIWSA for a period of up to two years.  

Rationale for Rule 7.2 Promotion /Relegation motion for 

Amendment 
For too many years the LIWSA and it’s promotion/relegation has received a 

multitude of complaints on teams/clubs refusing promotion to a higher 

division and simply folding amd re-entering back into our league at the 

lowest division. This permits the team to enter 

 with all current options available with the right to challenge to any division. 

This is the best deterrent to this action that the LIWSA has come up with.  The 

ammendment seems harsh but the LIWSA must work to make all divisions 

competitive and equal as much as possible.  

                              

 Change in wording to the ammendment: Failure to accept promotion will result in a 
fine of $500, and the team and club will be denied an opportunity to enter any team 
or teams within any division of the LIWSA for a period of up to two years. 

 Is everyone in agreement to the change in wording and the motion? Yes, all in 
favour.  
 

 Some more house-keeping things that need to be done at the Coaches and Managers 
meeting, wording changes to rules etc, that Casey will go through. 
 

 

 
NEW BUSINESS 

 Nanaimo has emailed about dropping one of their premier teams down to Div 1. 
Campbell River had asked as well. There is no room in Div 1 and it is too late at this time.  

 Sharon: We are coming back from a difficult time. Let’s just get back into playing a regular 
season of soccer without complicating it. 

 Marta: Registration system for Zoom for Coaches and Managers. Make sure you go and 
click on that link to register. The link to register closes Friday night before the meeting. 

 Any other new business? We will ask Fifth Street Bar and Grill if they will sponsor the 
Golden Boot. 

 
Motion to have meeting adjourned:  Marta. Seconded: Sharon. 
 
Meeting adjourned by Jules at 8:17pm. 



MEETING PROCEEDINGS 

LIWSA | Coaches & Managers Meeting |  
Lower Island Women’s Soccer Association | Victoria BC | Canada | www.liwsa.com 

Sunday, August 29th, 2021 @ 5:00 pm | Via Zoom – Registration Link 

 

 

1. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER: 5:09 pm by Acting President 
 

2. MOTION TO HAVE 2021 AGM MINUTES AS READ: Robert. Seconded: Sharon. All in 
favour, passed. 

 
3. INTRODUCTION OF NEW EXECUTIVE MEMBERS: Leah Crisp has come on as 

Discipline Chair. Welcome Leah! 
 

4. PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 

 Welcome to the meeting. Nice to see all the faces and hope there’s not too much 

grief going on out there with field times and everything else. Let’s hope we can 

have a proper season and everything goes well. 

 Been working day by day and has been very interesting to say the least. 

Unfortunate that there has been glitches with our new program. I find it works 

very well. People are getting notified when their part is not done ie. crim checks, 

names, etc. Bear with it, unfortunately the program we use will hound you until 

the end of time until it gets done. It is automated and not us sending out these 

emails. 

 Games schedules, Casey is working hard to get that done. Some changes and 

Casey will go through with his report. 

 I am filling in as president at the moment, hopefully we can find someone to fill 

the job. It is an interesting job, and I try to be as approachable as possible. Trying 

to tone back coming on too strong. 

 Amended agenda: Forgot to motion to pass amendments for agenda. Apologies, 

as it has been a while since I’ve ran a meeting. We need a motion to pass 

amendments to the agenda. Amended agenda is posted on Zoom. 

 
 

5. COMMUNICATIONS REPORT 

 Strictly now website update, contacts, images, work closely with Casey regarding 

Instagram and creating newsletter on a monthly basis.  

 Once in the season, first newsletter will go out with contents such as local articles 

highlighting and hope to attract sponsorship. Sept 10 is a highlighted game, 

premier teams playing out of Saanich Fusion. Hoping to bring a media outlet. Will 

highlight that, it’s a Friday night game. 
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 Going to try and keep everything as simple and direct. Posting everything very 

clear. 

 Question: wondering if at the Sept 10 game, will there be a beer garden? Being 

run by Saanich Fusion and don’t know the exact details yet. Will share info on this 

when we have it. 

 
 

6. DISCIPLINE REPORT 

 Not able to attend this evening. Would anyone like to consider joining a Discipline 

committee, please email if interested. 

 
 

7. SECRETARYS REPORT  

 nothing to report 
 

8. REFEREES REPORT 
 

 Have had one question come up from a few people. Going back to regular rules ie 

throw-ins not kick-ins. Thankfully as this rule had a lot of misinterpretation.  

 Will be using the integrated scheduling system, if there is a change in the game 

the referee will automatically be notified of the change in time or place.  

 
 

9. RISK MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 Not here tonight. From what I’ve heard is that Risk Management has been going 

along really well, there have been some hiccups and bumps along the way but 

hopefully will all smooth out. Heard there will be a little bit of a change in the 

government’s side of it. Heather will inform you if you run into any problems with 

your record check. 

 
 

10. OPERATIONS MANAGER’S REPORT 

a. Financials: All the invoices are out and hope everyone gets it in as soon as possible. Bills 

are up to date and everything else is running smoothly on that end. Will be submitting to 

the bookkeeper Sept. 1 to catch up on everything. 

b. Competitions: Would like a few people step forward to make a committee. Don’t want to 

decide everything on my own. Just ask around and email Casey at admin@liwsa.com if 

interested. 

• Question: what would a committee member job entail? Give me a hand at 

events on set up and take down. Sit down and chat about Competitions. New 

and fresh ideas for the LIWSA like the Golden Boot. 
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c. Schedules are up and tentative. Will be activating this week as I go. A lot of people have 

sent in their changes which is nice. Will work with more of you on conflicts that I’m 

having difficulty handling. Idea is to try and get this done as soon as possible. O30A and B 

only scheduled for 5 or 6 weeks, because Randy (web guy) and I are trying to incorporate 

separate for standings.  

d. Question – all the games are crossed out, is this because they’re tentative? Yes, once 

they are activated they will not look like that. ETA on schedules? Will start seeing 

activated schedules tomorrow. 

e. Question – who requests changes? Casey working on 8pm starts for teams with travel. 

f. Question – was looking at schedule, right now only 12 games for Div. 3, will there be 

more games added? Yes, more games will be added later in the season. Should get 16 or 

more games for the season, plus cup. 

g. Question – Saturday eve not our normal time slot. Are those a place holder or are those 

the times? For the away games, yes these can be the times. The time is given by the 

home teams.  

h. If there is a sudden change near the end, all people involved will be notified immediately 

automatically from the website. 

i. Question – it was our understanding that O30b will be playing O30a at some point? Yes, 

will be playing them in the second round, just one game per team. 

j. Question – when got the email it seemed like we would be playing mixed to start, but 

now has it been changed? Yes, you will be playing each other (O30a) for two rounds, and 

then all ten of you will be playing a round. 

 

11. MOTIONS 
The LIWSA puts forward a motion to amend Rule 7.2 

Rule 7.2 as it reads now 

7.2 The LIWSA operates a promotion/relegation system to ensure that teams 
continue to play at a level at which they are competitive. The team(s) eligible for promotion 
will be promoted to the next highest division for the following season. Promotion is 
mandatory for any team being promoted to a higher division, please see Rule 7.3 for 
promotion criteria. Relegation is mandatory, unless otherwise determined by LIWSA to 
ensure structural integrity and equitable divisions. Failure to accept promotion will result in a 
fine of $500 and the team(s) may be disqualified from future play or relegated to the lowest 
division, with the following exceptions: 

a) If the eligible team(s) are part of a club that due to geographic or population limitations 
(i.e., Salt Spring) are unable to sustain a team in the higher division, exception to promotion 
may be made at the discretion of the LIWSA Executive. Any team not wishing to be 
promoted under these conditions, must notify the LIWSA President in writing, no later than 
one (1) week after the completion of the League schedule for that Division. 

b) Vacancies in any division may be filled by voluntary promotion of third placed teams or 
by challenge for promotion, or as otherwise determined by LIWSA. 



Rule 7.2 proposed Ammendment 

7.2 The LIWSA operates a promotion/relegation system to ensure that teams 
continue to play at a level at which they are competitive. The team(s) eligible for promotion 
will be promoted to the next highest division for the following season. Promotion is 
mandatory for any team being promoted to a higher division, please see Rule 7.3 for 
promotion criteria. Relegation is mandatory, unless otherwise determined by LIWSA to 
ensure structural integrity and equitable divisions. Failure to accept promotion will result in a 
fine of $500, and the team and club will be denied an opportunity to enter any team or 
teams within any division of the LIWSA for a period of up to two years. 

a) If the eligible team(s) are part of a club that due to geographic or population limitations 
(i.e., Salt Spring) are unable to sustain a team in the higher division, exception to promotion 
may be made at the discretion of the LIWSA Executive. Any team not wishing to be 
promoted under these conditions, must notify the LIWSA President in writing, no later than 
one (1) week after the completion of the League schedule for that Division. 

b) Vacancies in any division may be filled by voluntary promotion of third placed teams or 
by challenge for promotion, or as otherwise determined by LIWSA. 

 

 
Rationale for Rule 7.2 Promotion /Relegation motion for Amendment 

For too many years the LIWSA and it’s promotion/relegation has received a multitude of 
complaints on teams/clubs refusing promotion to a higher division and simply folding amd 
re-entering back into our league at the lowest division. This permits the team to enter with 
all current options available with the right to challenge to any division. This is the best 
deterrent to this action that the LIWSA has come up with. The ammendment seems harsh 
but the LIWSA must work to make all divivisions competitive and equal as much as 
possible. 

 
Discussion: 

 Background regarding this topic: Comes from teams and players. There’s times 
where these teams will win promotion, won’t fill the promoted spot, will put in a 
new team in a lower division, and then will fold that promoted spot. And then influx 
of side conversation that goes on regarding this is that this is unfair, taking a 
loophole and folding. This is something we are putting forth for discussion, not set 
in stone. It happens across all divisions. 

 Every year on the promotion/relegation committee there are teams that say it is 
impossible, that they can’t be promoted. We have tried everything to make this 
work. We want to make this league fun and fair, and have teams that are striving 
to move up. 

 What does “the team” mean? What we want is clubs to fulfill their obligations for 
the spots they currently own. If they are able to fulfill, players can go wherever 
they want within their club. We need to be clear about what “a team” is, I think it is 
the players actually. Is it the team or the club? 

 Am all for promotion, think players should move up, that’s the only way we’re 
going to build up higher level teams. Also have a concern on the team/club 
language in the motion because it doesn’t identify what that is. Also have an issue 
with penalizing for up to two years, because it doesn’t promote soccer in anyway.  

 Ok but what do you do if teams don’t go up? We would like your input. 

 Bit of a disconnect between the constitution and bylaws that identify the member. 
Essentially in the rules, it starts penalizing clubs, rather than teams. Something 
has to be cleaned up in the Bylaws and terminology in the rules and regulations.  

 Lakehill’s position is it is the club that pays and forms the teams. It is the club that 
says how they will fill that spot. We have to put some definitions that gets around 



this. For example, we won two years ago, the team then formed a new div 2 team, 
did they take that spot or did they use the challenge process? With this past year 
being an anomaly, now is the time to change the wording. 

 Would really promote the idea of using promotion and relegation with the idea of 
trying to top up divisions to get to 10 teams per division. Not a good division with 
5-6 teams. If you actually win the division, you should definitely go up, and play in 
that higher division for at least one year. 

 We came up with the number of two years to show the membership we’re being 
serious. How we came up with this idea. I don’t like being heavy handed. I like 
people to be honest and if they have success, take that success and move up to 
the higher level. Every time we come up with an idea, the membership comes 
back at us. We came up with this house-keeping part of this, to let members know 
that we are getting tired of saying no. Please be proud of what you’ve done, and 
move up. Understand the wording needs to be redone but we have to start 
somewhere. 

 Someone has mentioned forming a committee and going case by case. I’ll give a 
warning. It has been happening every year, and the hopes of the rewording of this 
rule is to not have to do case by case. Because until the executive can be filled 
with more bodies, that’s a lot.  

 Support this, we can debate this for a long time, we are willing to take this on and 
work with people that are interested, and reword it and come back to the 
members with proposed wording. 

 Support the promotion rule, we need teams to be willing to go up. 

 Table this to our next coaches and managers meeting, and hopefully by then 
these committee members will get together and figure out the wording on this 
one. 

 Please email Marta at communications@liwsa.com if you are interested in 
working on rewording this amendment. 

 Motion to table: Robert. Seconded: Jen. All in favour: tabled. 

 
12. NEW BUSINESS 

a. New Motion:  Youth Rule:   
Current Rule 3.3 
3.3          Player Registration 
All player registrations shall be made pursuant to BCSA Rules & Regulations (Rule 5). 
Rules and Regulations regarding player registration are described below: 
a)         Players registering for Divisions other than Over 30 and Over 35, must be a minimum seventeen 
(17) years of age or older, on or before December 31 of the current playing year. 
b)         Teams in Divisions other than Over 30 and Over 35 shall be permitted to register a maximum of 
two (2) underage players subject to Rule 3.3 (a) above, hereinafter referred to as the “youth quota”. 
 
Amended Rule 3.3 
3.3          Player Registration 
All player registrations shall be made pursuant to BCSA Rules & Regulations (Rule 5). 
Rules and Regulations regarding player registration are described below: 
a)         Players registering for Divisions other than Over 30 and Over 35, must be a  minimum sixteen 
(16) years of age or older, on or before December 31 of the current playing year. 
b)         Teams in Divisions other than Over 30 and Over 35 shall be permitted to register an unlimited 
number of underage players subject to Rule 3.3 (a) above, hereinafter referred to as the “youth quota”. 
* would be okay with limiting to 5 players per team if unlimited is a concern 

 
 Freedom for female players to play wherever they want (in line with the VISL who have no limits). 

Especially important at U17 and U18 where competition can be low and LIWSA is a great option. 
Many females drop out of the game at this age due to lack of quality competition/viable leagues 

 Many clubs and teams struggle for numbers and allowing more youth players (16/17 year olds) to be a 
part of a team would alleviate this. It's up to each club and player to decide if they are good enough to 
play at that level rather than leagues dictating who is and isn't ready. eg. in some communities there 
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are no competitive youth teams above U14 or U15 meaning that a player who is 16 and more than 
capable of playing women's soccer would have to play in a house league instead. This leads to a lack 
of perceived competence and ultimately to drop out.  

 Why do we tell girls where they can and can't play while boys can choose to play wherever 
they want? 

Motion: Daragh. Seconded: Stu. 
Discussion: 

 Now it’s up to the membership to look at the change and say yay or nay to the 
change. Will give the floor to Daragh. 

 Daragh: Speaking as someone who for the last 7 years has worked all the way from 
youth to adults. The youth rule is not helping and don’t want to tell the players what 
they can and can’t do. Understand if a more gradual increase would be a more 
comfortable option at this time. 

 Like the rule the way it is and don’t support the amendment. 

 Can’t understand why physiologically we would allow 16 year old boys to play in the 
men’s, and would not allow a 16 year old girl. Just seems like such an old paradigm 
of thinking, can understand protecting youth soccer but especially for the girls 
aspiring the reach a higher level, if you’re not trying to play high division soccer then 
you don’t really have much opportunity to develop in the north island. Don’t want to 
speak to Victoria, but for the north it is really constraining for developing our youths. 

 17 is the “under-age” registration, only allowed two 17-year-olds. Motion is put 
forward to make the under-age 16 and an unlimited number. 

 Robert- don’t necessarily disagree that it’s time to look at the underage rule. 
Shouldn’t be looking at these types of foundational rules at a Coaches and 
Manager’s Meeting. Maybe the rule is to allow more 17-year-olds but would need to 
see the demographic data to support these changes. Have never been opposed for 
changes for the north and an exemption.  

 Steve- I disagree from my point of view that this affects young women negatively. 
Young women I know in Bays youth league haven’t quit because they can’t play in 
the women’s league. Very few examples of youth who actually play in the VISL. 
Really believe in the youth rule. The permit rule allows youth players to play on a 
weekend to weekend basis, which works well. Now isn’t the time to do this right at the 
beginning of the season. Don’t agree with the VIPL disappearing argument, they are 
just in flux at the moment. 

 Brad – Won’t regurgitate everything. Just an example of what’s happening in the 
youth side of things. Not the right time and the right audience. Will need to have a 
discussion with other associations, as they are partners in this problem.  

 Alexia – When you start making decisions about this, you shouldn’t be looking at 
protecting a club, but at developing women’s soccer. If 15 and 16 year olds can play 
professionally, that is the governing body and that’s how we should be doing it. If we 
don’t want to open it up, we need to ensure there is an avenue for players to play 
where they can. More opportunities to permit up. Only a small number of players that 
we are talking about that this rule applies to, and we need to ensure they have 
avenues to play. 

 Marta- not all teams in the LIWSA have access to a youth pool. Just to put it out 
there. 

 Jean – just wanted to reiterate that at the last AGM we had that Campbell River and 
Nanaimo brought this forward, and the Victoria teams that have a lot of youth players 
to permit from, are the ones saying no, which the north island teams do not and are 
struggling. We need to acknowledge all teams and clubs here. 

 Marta-Understand that the exec board has to do their due diligence when a member 
requests to put something forward. It can be tabled, but it still needs to be discussed. 

 Jules -Any further input? Something we need to look at to benefit all teams on the 
island, to make it fair for all. It is the players we need to look at. Years ago there was 
no youth rule, the girls who wanted to play youth played youth and those who wanted 



to play adult did, and everything seemed to work out. Not sure how it changed. Is 
Nanaimo in favour to table or do you want to call a special AGM. 

 Daragh – yes we can table it. But a lot of people are speaking for their own clubs and 
not how it will benefit young women. Let them play where they want to play and stop 
trying to control it.  

 All in favour of tabling the motion to the May or June AGM. Hopefully we will have 
time to think about this and have some kind of resolution that is equitable to all teams 
and women. 

 
 
 

b. Letter from upper island (Campbell River) See attachment; Topic for discussion:  
Form a committee to discuss the current youth rule in LIWSA. 

 

 Marta – had a convo with Casey who spoke with Marika from CR. What they are 
wanting to do is the formation of a committee. Are thinking we will move forward with 
that, and we need a discussion with you folks. Would like to move forward to see if 
we can create a committee. Any thoughts on this? How many members? How many 
per club? Need to make sure it’s quite even, reps from clubs that have adult and 
youth teams, only adult, and clubs geographically isolated. 

 Jules – Brad did say at last AGM that a committee should be formed. Needs to be 
discussed. Agree with the committee, will not sit on it, and hope there is a good 
representation. Want to help the upper island, the more we are, the stronger we are. 

 Jeff -CR- Totally agree, has to work for everyone. Everyone involved needs to be 
heard. Not an exact wrong or right to this, but maybe we can find a middle ground 
and work from there. I do believe Vancouver is different from VISL. I will say as part 
of a board for a long time, I do get the idea of protecting your teams and making sure 
there are teams in the youth. I side with Daragh in letting the kids decide where they 
want to play, and if boys can do it, why are we holding girls back? 

 Stacie – Absolutely think a committee needs to be formed. I played at a high level in 
a small town and had to play in women’s league as a youth. We need a committee to 
determine how we can help both areas. 

 Marta- not a motion. Just asking for a committee to be formed. Please email if you 
are interested. 

 Casey- Marika will champion this committee and I will sit on as well. We need 
members from all facets of soccer. Anybody who wants to join us please contact 
Marika or Casey at admin@liwsa.com 

 Jules – timeline? The findings of the committee will update you as we go. 

 Stacie – Is CR asking for unlimited youth like last year? Don’t think so, not in the 
letter. 

 Jeff – honestly we may not be able to field a team without being able to sign youth 
players.  Not sure if we’ll be able to permit up and work with the Comox Valley coach. 
We have lost a lot of players from aging out, Covid, and girls who have got 
scholarships which is great. But we are lacking players. 

 Steve – as far as I understand, there’s nothing in the regulations that prevents you 
from signing those 3 or 4 Campbell River players and permitting up week per week. I 
think this could be a good path forward.  

 Marta- those youth associations need to be willing to do that for them. 

 Jules – Casey, in the past have we extended the circumstances to help out upper 
island? Casey -We have brought it to the table a couple times but nothing has come 
of it. Right now, I think we should go with the committee we have planned right now 
and go from there. We’ll leave it there and hopefully the committee comes back with 
a workable discussion. 
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c. Discussion about increasing number of players signed to a team from 24 to 27, 
only for this year, due to Covid circumstances, initiated by Sharon. 

 Sharon: Going into hopefully a full season, with some Covid influence. Would like to 

suggest maybe we can raise the amount of players to sign. A few reasons for 

O30s: Have a lot of moms on the team, potential that we are going to lose some 

players whose kids are going back to school and may need to quarantine at some 

point. Have some players who cannot expose themselves and cannot play due to 

their jobs, if numbers ramp up. Facing potentially getting more injuries. Because 

this is still a Covid year, I am suggesting we raise the number of players to more 

than 24, just for this year. We had a lot of trouble last year fielding teams, and so 

did teams that we played. It will be difficult to get a full team out when you can’t 

come out with any symptoms. 

 Clarity is this for just the 030s/o35s or everyone? I think it is more relevant for o30s 

and up, but don’t want to be exclusive if other divisions feel a need for that.  

 Jules: The reason we came up with the number of 24 was to keep teams from 

hoarding players. Some teams were signing 30 players, and other teams in the 

division couldn’t find players.  

 Leah: I think if we’re going to do this, it should be the whole league.  

 Need to get players registered ASAP 

 Motion to have exemption to increase the members of a team to 27 from 24 

just for this playing season, for all divisions. Sharon. Seconded: Stu. Motion 

passed. 

 Stacie: If you do not get your players registered 24 hours before your first game, 

you are not playing. 

 Kelsey – how many players can dress for the game? 27. It will be up to the teams 

to govern how many players come out, they are just allowed to register 27 for this 

season. 

 Brad- we don’t make the rules of how many people at the game, it’s Saanich. If 

they change the limit then we will have to go with that. 

 Robert- in the event that we cannot field a team due to Covid – what do we do? 

Casey – if a person tests positive, we contact the health authorities, and it will 

probably mean the whole team gets shut down. The health authorities will make the 

decisions.  

 

 Stacie – will there be enough time for the committee to be formed and figure 

something out to help CR field a team this season?  



 Robert -Lakehill Div 3 puts forth a motion to allow the executive to determine 

the best way forward for the Campbell River team to field a team this season. 

Seconded: Brad. Any further discussion? Motion passed. 

 Jules: Anything else? If not would like to adjourn this meeting. Has been very 

constructive but please respect the chair. We have to have due diligence about 

how things are done. 

 Anna – did I mishear Casey? If we have any team member testing for Covid we 

have to let you know? Casey - Would be nice if you told us they are being tested, 

but if they test positive it will be an immediate shut down. This is what was put forth 

from BC Soccer. 

 Can we ask players if they are double vaccinated? We don’t have that info from BC 

soccer yet. 

 Have a good evening. Motion to adjourn: Jules. Seconded: Jeff. Meeting adjourned 

7:02 pm. 

  
 

13. MOTION TO ADJOURN. Meeting adjourned 7:02 pm. 
 
 
  



From: Marika Forge <marika.posehn@gmail.com>  
Sent: August 27, 2021 11:07 AM 
To: President <president@liwsa.com> 
Cc: Jeff Howe <tttfile@shaw.ca>; Savannah Beirnes <Sporty_savvy@hotmail.com>; Jos Bell 
<josdbell@gmail.com>; Kelsey Creviston <kelsey.creviston@gmail.com> 
Subject: LIWSA - Proposal to form committee for CR/Courtenay youth exemption 
  
Hi Casey,  
  
As with the last few years, within Campbell River and Courtenay/Comox, we are again still stuck with the 
problem of not having enough opportunity for our female youth players. We very much appreciate all your 
support that you have given us to this point and I am writing to you to propose a way forward. 
  
In 2019 when we approached the league and requested a bylaw amendment, we were shut down, hard (as 
you know).  As I know you are also aware, the main concern about implementing a sweeping bylaw 
amendment for the entire league is the fear of destroying the youth soccer program in Victoria. During 
that  AGM there was discussion relating to forming a committee to discuss an "area" exemption for Campbell 
River/Courtenay to allow us to sign youth players to our roster for the year (see highlighted section in 
meeting minutes attached).  This appeared to have much more traction and support from all teams.  
  
I would like to propose that this committee be formed this year so we can move forward in this process and 
find a permanent solution for the situation we are facing in our communities.   
I understand that due to the on-going pandemic, meetings would not be able to happen in person, but I 
assume that most of us are comfortable with online meetings now by this point and I would be happy to 
arrange these.  
  
I was hoping you could either approach the board, or direct me as to how I should approach the board, to 
propose forming this committee? 
  
As always, thank you for your continued support!  It means a lot to have someone from the south island 
understand our circumstances surrounding this issue :) 
  
-Marika  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LIWSA Coaches/Managers Meeting 
August 29, 2021 
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LIWSA Meeting (Via Zoom) 

Sept. 29, 2021 

Meeting called to order at 7:01pm by Jules 

Attendees: Jules, Casey, Marta, Cheryl, Stacie, Adriano, Leah, Sharon, Heather 

President’s Report (Jules): 

 Has everyone reviewed the minutes from the Coaches and Manager’s meeting? 

Tabled to the next meeting. 

 Thanks for coming on such short notice. A few things to chat about that have 

come up. 

 Working with Casey to get the season going, some hiccups and complaints. Been 

shut down for about a year and a half and once it starts up again it seems like 

people have forgotten a lot about how the league is run. Have gotten through it, 

our Operations Manager has been under stress and is awaiting surgery on his 

knee.  

 Seems to be smoothing out, hopefully can get through to Christmas and the new 

year 

 

Discipline Chair (Leah) 

 Nothing to report. 

 

Secretary (Cheryl) 

 Nothing to report 

 

Referees Report (John) 

- Some issues with filling slots, two games last weekend that weren’t able to get 

refs at all 

- Trying our best but just don’t have enough refs available. Hoping to expand and 

get players and spouses to be interested and take up refereeing. 

- -Problem in Cowichan as well with scheduling referees 

- Casey- Wrote letter to BC soccer that we are not happy with the current situation. 

Much less percentage of referees have come back, as opposed to the amount of 

players and teams coming back. Not enough AR’s either. Want to know how 

much it’s going to cost for us to put on a course, and send a message out to the 

members to see if some will step up, earn a little extra money. 
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- Leah- it is tiring to hear the negative feedback every game. Coaches saying 

“you’re the worst ref” etc. It is difficult to want to keep going with the negativity. 

I’d rather just stick with the ARing. 

o There is a problem coming from the sidelines. The verbal abuse has 

sometimes gotten out of hand, especially in the adult league. 

o It’s hard for the young refs who keep getting yelled at. They don’t want 

to continue with it. 

o Advice: If someone comes up to you after the game and says something 

like that, give them a yellow card.  

o It is unfortunate that it has to come to this.  

 

Risk Management (Heather): 

o As of today, down to under 40. So many that are pending. Have asked them to 

switch to my gmail account, because it is going to my work email and there 

might be a problem with the server. All the ones that are coming in on paper are 

taking forever. Even online is taking 4+ weeks. If it’s pending, they have done 

their due diligence, so ok with them continuing for now. Need to talk to Randy 

about a few things on the website. Now chasing down the ones that I haven’t 

heard from. 

 

Registrar (Stacie): 

o Things going pretty well. Going to get the numbers into BC Soccer this week, due 

in two weeks. Curious if anything ended up happening with Bays Div 3, not sure 

yet.  

o They need to have 12 players registered by tomorrow night. The rest of 

Div 3 is on us about knowing if they’re in or not.  

o Maybe we need to look into wording the rules that a certain number of 

players need to be signed by the beginning of the season.  

o Sharon’s team trying to support them to have a few extra players and not 

fold the team.  

o They need to know to be signed by tomorrow midnight to know your 

commitment is serious. 

 

- Was great that most team registration were done right away 

- Need to check if still $10 admin fee for transfers 
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Communications (Marta): 

-Nothing major. Stacie and I have been creating a handbook that is posted on the 

website, for registration. Working on another one that hope will be able to finalize soon, 

to navigate the website. 

-Newsletter to share with exec, will be finalizing soon and would like you to review. 

Referee corner, Golden Boot race, highlighting women in sports, etc. Please look over 

and hoping to have it out by Thanksgiving. 

 

Liaisons Report: 

-Div 2 (Adriano) – nothing to report 

-O35 (Sharon)– want to move to getting more teams, but think it’s not the time right now 

to do it. So that will be my focus for next season. Want to get even more teams into the 

division next year. 

 

Motions 

-No motions heard. 

 

Operations Mangers report: 

 -Financials: Sitting solid at about 127, 000. Just paid early registration 10,000 to BC 

Soccer. Another coming in for about 35,000. A few more teams to get in. Should be 

running our total around 145,000 mark around November. 

-Going to try and do first payroll for referees before I get my surgery. Should expect to 

be paid by mid October.  

-Want to send something out to all Liaisons that lays out what team, game, what is to be 

changed for schedule changes. All field schedulers should be copied in these emails, so 

that everyone knows what is happening. Teams have been changing things without 

letting everyone know. 

-Golden Boot -Managed to get enough Boots to last us for the next 3 years. Putting out 

another update tomorrow on Facebook. 
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New Business: 

-Privacy Issues with photos: 

- Have called a quick meeting from things that have come across our desk 

regarding photos open to the public on the site. Some people are asking that that 

shouldn’t be happening, and there should be a way to opt out of having your 

photo published on the site or actions shots from the game. 

- I feel we run a public league and everybody knew coming in that this is our 

format. But when a question is asked we need to have an answer, have a 

meeting, and make a decision on what to do. 

o How many people are asking about this? One or two. Out of O30/35 

division.  

o What does the men’s league do about this? Same as us, everything is 

open. 

o Why has this come up all of a sudden?  

o Just to clarify, the team that it has come out of did not play last year and 

would not have seen the new website, and didn’t know about the photos. 

Not that they are complaining, just asking and mentioned that they have 

concerns about privacy issues. 

o Not exactly a new issue, has come up in the past. Even before images 

were up, some concerns came up with names. Maybe we should have 

some kind of consent form at the beginning. 

o When they do the registration, there is a spot where they are consenting 

to other things already, so could add it there. 

o Then the responsibility would be on us to check every card, every photo, 

before we post it to make sure we have the signed consent. Would be a 

big onus on us. 

o Suggest we make the photos only available to people who are logged into 

the website. Maybe we limit it so that a regular browser of the site 

wouldn’t be able to see the photos. 

o Maybe we could have it that you need to request an exemption to contact 

us to have it removed, otherwise this is the way it is in the league 
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o The website can make it so an individual person can have their photo 

deleted but it is very laborious and would be costly. 

o I think we should have it like the Metro Women’s where is not public, 

you need to be logged into the site. Players, coaches, managers have log-

ins and the only way to see the league scorers are to be logged in. For the 

Facebook and Instagram, the moment that there is a person with 1 person 

that doesn’t consent, the whole team will not go on social media.  

o Could we respond to the team that we are doing the exact same thing as 

the men’s league? Normal thing with rec soccer etc. If they come back 

with being very uncomfortable with this then we can think about what to 

do. 

o They asked if there was only a way to have the photos available to people 

who are signed in 

o Player log-in allows me to still see everyone’s photos 

o I’ll ask Randy if we can hide the cards, Golden Boot continues on and 

only people logged in will be able to see it.  

o Golden Boot players will still be posted on social media 

o For Cup finals, if there is a photo consent issue, we can ask that certain 

player and if they do not want to be highlighted, we get their jersey 

number and take their jersey out. 

o Right now leave it as is, I’ll find out about individual blocking. Public 

pictures for the league are taken, both photographers have risk 

management. 

-O30 schedule: 

o at Coaches and Managers meeting the question was asked, answered and 

everyone was happy with it. 

o Got email today saying that a lot of teams are unhappy with the scenario, but 

nobody said anything at the meeting. 

o We discussed this with the promo-relegation committee for a lengthy time, we 

asked the teams, and the information that was given to the liaison was to go 

ahead.  

o We have tried the cross-overs in the past, and it always results in reschedules.  
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o We needed the schedule to be up and implemented. Only 4 teams came back to 

O30a this year, so we are in this position. It used to be that the 030 division had 

10 teams and there was only one division. Not as painstaking as it used to be. 

o We thought of putting it all together into one group, but decided that this was a 

better scenario. Only other way is O30as have to play each other 5 times. We 

thought of pairing them up with other divisions, but then those divisions were 

filled up at that time 

o Discussed enough, feel it should be left alone for the season. Let’s move forward 

and have a really good season. 

o If there are more complaints from it I want to do what we did with premier, do a 

zoom meeting and everyone meet on zoom to hash it out. This will be recorded. 

 

Any other business? No.  

Motion to adjourn. Seconded Leah. Meeting adjourned 8:13 pm. 
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LIWSA | Special General Meeting 
Lower Island Women’s Soccer Association | Victoria BC | Canada | www.liwsa.com 
Sunday, January 9, 2022 @ 5:00pm | Via Zoom 

MEETING PROCEEDINGS 

Happy New Year! 

1. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER

 Meeting called to order at 5:06pm by Jules.

 Meeting is being recorded.

2. MOTION TO HAVE 2021 Aug. 29
th

 C&M MINUTES AS READ

 Motioned by Sharon. Seconded by Brad. All in favour, yes.

3. PRESIDENT’S REPORT

 Welcome to the meeting, happy New Year to all. Another interesting year
coming up.

 Any additions or deletions to the agenda? No. Motion by Dano. Seconded Nat.
All in favour, yes.

 It’s a tough time, still in the unknown with Covid, will we be allowed to continue
our season. As it looks as of now, yes.

 Review of rules surrounding travel in our league. Right now looking at 25+
make-up games. Feel bad for places like Nanaimo, Campbell River and
Saltspring because they seem to be left out when it comes to travel. If you sign
up to play for our league, travel will be part of it. If you wish not to travel, don’t
sign up. Check the road conditions at the time of travel. Both teams have to
come to an agreement to cancel a game. If there is a forfeit, fines will be levied
as is in our rules. Please try to get your games done. We as LIWSA will do our
best to get these games rescheduled, but communication goes a long way.
There has to be some give and take here. Has to be a reasonable reason not to
travel, we can’t predict the weather days ahead.

4. SECRETARYS REPORT

 Nothing to report.

5. COMMUNICATIONS REPORT

 Run down on what we’ve been experiencing over the last several months, and
how to communicate with the board. There is a path of emailing people that
needs to be followed. Otherwise it is high risk for missing things. Trying to
make it as easy to navigate as possible, and welcome any feedback.

o Marta screen shared the main website screen
o Please make an effort to navigate on the website to make sure you are

emailing the right person. FAQ, Contact information, How to reschedule

http://www.liwsa.com/
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a game, links are there. Who to contact page with roles of exec. When in 
doubt, email the secretary who will direct it to the appropriate person.  

o How to reschedule a game, link is there, steps to follow are clear.  
o Rules and Regulations – encourage everyone to take the time to read 

them.  
o Check out FAQ 
o Scroll to the bottom of page under Rules to find CRC link and 

instructions 
o Under announcements – important information. Take the time to look at 

the site and navigate for information. 
o If emailing the wrong person starts up again, there will start to be delays 

in responses or a reply saying you have emailed the wrong person. Your 
go-to points if you don’t know are your secretary or your liaison. 

 
6. REGISTRAR’S REPORT 

 Reminder that transfer deadline for players is coming up. Has to be completed 
before January 15. I have to send it to BC Soccer on January 15, so has to be 
BEFORE Jan. 15. Can still register new players until the end of the season. 

 Reminder we are going back to our old rule next season for number of players 
per team, max 24. 

 
 

7. DISCIPLINE REPORT 

 48 yellow cards for 2021 season 

 3 forfeits, 2 with fines, one with no fine. The team with no fine had 6 players but 
played the game. 

 1 red card which ended up in 3 game suspension. 

 Time to think about getting missed games rescheduled, otherwise we will have 
to look at fines and forfeitures. Please get on this! 

 Still need committee members on promotion/relegation committee. 

 You can show up with 7 players and play the game. We need to be fair to the up 
island teams. 

o Question from Brent. Speaking on behalf of other teams. If teams 
mutually agree for any reason not to play, and won’t have bearing on 
relegation or promotion, is there any reason why they should be 
charged a forfeit? 

 We just want you to try your best to get the games played. We 
will look at the situations. If it is the same teams doing this over 
again, that will be considered. The travel issues will be taken 
into account (weather, etc). 

o Question from Blair. It has been a struggle with getting enough players 
do to with what is going on, it is not like we’re not trying to do our best. 

o Jules -We always do our homework before we make decisions. I’m sorry 
but this is really happening a lot, that’s why we have to mention it. 

o Gareth – with case of the Premier division, there are games that are over 
90 days overdue to be rescheduled which is unacceptable. The rule is 21 
days to reschedule. 

o Marta – even though the rule states that we have to reschedule is 21 
days, we have been empathetic in allowing teams some leeway on this. 
We get there has been a lot out of our control this season. We just want 
teams to do their best in travel situations. Wait until the morning of to 
make a decision on weather and traveling. Do not cancel 3 days before. 
The rules are in place there, use them in that manner. If the morning of 
the game, there is too much snow, cancel then.  
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o Ali – Cowichan – with respect to the prediction of more illness coming 
up in our communities, do I understand Leah that we should show up 
with 6 players anyway 

 No, we are not going to force you to play if ¾ of your team is 
sick. We have to weigh everything that comes up to make a 
decision. 

o Leah – I AR’d for a game in the men’s league and a team had players 
that were out due to Covid, but the game was not allowed to be 
rescheduled and the players who were well had to come down and play 
the game. 

o Jules – we will be using common sense. Some things are out of our 
control. 

o Becky – Vic West O30a. Quite a few players on our team that have some 
Covid concerns. We don’t know that we will be able to field a team, and 
health and safety concerns should be the most important things. 

o Sharon – that was one of the reasons that we increased the roster sizes 
this year, and it may not even be enough. 

o Jules – you can choose not to play and we can’t force you onto the field. 
If you have healthy players, please do your best to play. 

o Sharon – be conscientious, if you have any inkling that you’re not 
feeling well, don’t come out to play 

 
 

8. REFEREES REPORT 

 Referee chair absent. 
 

9. RISK MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 Out of 140 coaches and managers registered, down to 29 that are pending. Out 
of those 29, there is about 9 in the works. I know some people are frustrated 
that they are taking so long. I am just doing my best and I do make phone calls 
to the CRC to check in. In the next week just need proof, if you’ve done a record 
check some other place in the last 3 years, you can use that. If I don’t get them, 
you won’t be able to continue in your role, we’re in January now. Email me at 
riskmanagement@liwsa.com. 

o Marta -If you have submitted it, please let Heather know so she can keep 
an eye out for it. Otherwise no way to know what the current status is. 

o Jules- if you are going on to Cup A or B, you have to have a gender rep 
on the bench. Rule is you must have a female as either coach or 
assistant coach on the bench. 

 
 

10. OPERATIONS MANAGER’S REPORT 

 Happy new year everybody! Thank you to Marta for filling in for me this last 
month while I was out of commission. 

 Just got back into it this week.  

 Financials: 98, 000 in account. 19, 000 in GIC account. All our bills are up to 
date. Will save some money on Finlayson turf, as of March it will be shut down 
for renos. Have been working this past week with our bookkeeper, putting 
everything into Quickbooks account and is very thorough. Have started paying 
referees through etransfer. Etransfers have to be approved by a second signer, 
which is our secretary Cheryl. 

 Schedules: Div 3, by next week’s weekend all Div 3 games will be at the end of 
round two. Will have time to get in make-ups on weekend of Jan. 23. After Jan. 
23 will be working on schedules for your extended schedule. Bear with me and 
keep checking the site. Will be up to everybody to work together to schedule 
games and make sure we can get our three more weeks of games. 

mailto:riskmanagement@liwsa.com
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 All cups start Feb. 20 weekend – 3 weeks of cup play. Weekend of March 13 will 
be semis. March 20 weekend will be finals. If there is a weather delay, possible 
to have it finished by the 27

th
. All games have to be completed by end of March.  

 Provincial draw is April 2 in Vancouver. All the teams allotted to us by BC 
Soccer I’ve had enough responses to say we can fill them. Will start mid-April 
and the final weekend would be Mother’s Day weekend. BC Soccer will be 
providing some entertainment for the kids. 

 Regular Cup draw – only a few teams haven’t declared cups. Cup draws will be 
done later this week hopefully, as soon as we can get the committee together. 
Anyone else who wants to partake in the cup draw, please email me at 
admin@liwsa.com. 

 Just did the final Golden Boot update this afternoon. 

 Take care and thanks for your patience while I was out of commission. 
 
 

11. MOTIONS 
o Motion to table the motions on the floor until further notice. We have had some 

more info come across our desk today that needs to be discussed before we 
can go forward. 

o Motion: Jen, Gorge. Seconded Stu Hackett. All in favour, yes, tabled 
until further notice. 

o We will have to get the committee back together to discuss this 
information that has been put forward.  

o Jules – I chair the promotion and relegation committee. Some more members 
on the promotion and relegation committee would be nice. If you would like to 
join, please email Jules. If you have thoughts on promo/relegation and an open 
mind please join the committee.  

o The subcommittee is different, and it is the subcommittee that will be meeting 
to discuss this new information that was put forward a few hour ago. 

o For those that want to step up to the promo/relegation committee, please email 
Jules at president @liwsa.com. 

o  
                           - Promotion & Relegation Rule Amendment: 

Proposed Amendment #1: The LIWSA operates a promotion/relegation system to ensure 
that teams continue to play at a level at which they are competitive. The team(s) eligible for 
promotion will be promoted to the next highest division for the following season. Promotion is 
mandatory for any team being promoted to a higher division, please see Rule 7.3 for 
promotion criteria. Relegation is mandatory, unless otherwise determined by LIWSA to 
ensure structural integrity and equitable divisions. Failure to accept promotion will result in a 
fine of $500 and the team(s) may be disqualified from future play or relegated to the lowest 
division. A team that is relegated to a lower division as a result of declining promotion, cannot 
consist of more than 6 players from a team that came in 1st or 2nd in that division in the 
previous season.  
The following are exceptions:  

a) If the eligible team(s) are part of a club that due to geographic or population 
limitations (i.e. Salt Spring) are unable to sustain a team in the higher division, exception to 
promotion may be made at the discretion of the LIWSA Executive. Any team not wishing to 
be promoted under these conditions, must notify the LIWSA President in writing, no later 
than one (1) week after the completion of the League schedule for that Division.  

c) Vacancies in any division may be filled by voluntary promotion of third placed 
teams or by challenge for promotion, or as otherwise determined by LIWSA.  
 

mailto:admin@liwsa.com
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Proposed Amendment #2: The LIWSA operates a promotion/relegation system to ensure 
that teams continue to play at a level at which they are competitive. The team(s) eligible for 
promotion will be promoted to the next highest division for the following season. Promotion is 
mandatory for any team being promoted to a higher division, please see Rule 7.3 for 
promotion criteria. Relegation is mandatory, unless otherwise determined by LIWSA to 
ensure structural integrity and equitable divisions. Failure to accept promotion will result in a 
fine of $500 and the team will be disqualified from future play and the team/club will be 
denied an opportunity to enter any new team or teams within any division of the LIWSA for a 
period of 1-2 years, with the following exceptions:  
a) If the eligible team(s) are part of a club that due to geographic or population limitations (i.e. 
Salt Spring) are unable to sustain a team in the higher division, exception to promotion may 
be made at the discretion of the LIWSA Executive. Any team not wishing to be promoted 
under these conditions, must notify the LIWSA President in writing, no later than one (1) 
week after the completion of the League schedule for that Division.  
b) Vacancies in any division may be filled by voluntary promotion of third placed teams or by 
challenge for promotion, or as otherwise determined by LIWSA. (TABLED UNTIL FURTHER 
NOTICE) 
 

12. NEW BUSINESS 
- Any new business out there? No. 
- We will do our due diligence to keep you happy and healthy out there. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

13. MOTION TO ADJOURN 

Motion: Angus. Seconded, Blair. 
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LIWSA | Executive Meeting 
Lower Island Women’s Soccer Association | Victoria BC | Canada | www.liwsa.com 
Monday, March 13, 2022 @ 7:00 pm | Via Zoom 
 
MEETING PROCEEDINGS: 
 
 
 

1. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER 
- Meeting called order at 7:05pm by Casey. 
 
 

2. Motion to go in camera by Jules 7:05pm. Seconded, Marta. 
3. Motion to go out of camera 8:10pm by Jules. Seconded, Marta. 

 
Meeting adjourned 8:10pm. 
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LIWSA | Executive Meeting | AGENDA 
Lower Island Women’s Soccer Association | Victoria BC | Canada | www.liwsa.com 
Sunday, June 5, 2022 @ 7:00 pm | Via Zoom 
MEETING PROCEEDINGS 
 
 
 

1. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER 
- Meeting called to order at 7:07pm by Jules. Seconded Marta. 
 

2. MOTION TO HAVE March 13 2022 minutes as read. Motion: Jules. Seconded: John. All 
in favour, passed. 

 
 

3. PRESIDENT’S REPORT. 
 
- Jules is now in Saskatchewan, learning about soccer there. Congratulations to all 

our teams in the BCs. It was very nice to see! 
- This is my second last meeting. Will be chairing the AGM and will say my goodbyes 

to the membership then. 
 

4. COMMUNICATIONS REPORT. 
 
- Not much going on. Over the next 7-10 days, Casey and I will be posting our Golden 

Boot award photos.  
- I intend to step down from Communications this year and put my name forward for 

president. 
- Question: If you run for president will you continue with communications duties? 

Yes, I will continue if nobody steps up and will hopefully find someone. 
 
 

5. DISCIPLINE REPORT.  
 

- Nothing to report. 
 
 

6. SECRETARYS REPORT. 
 

- Nothing to report. 
 
 

7. COMPETITIONS REPORT. 
a. Absent, nothing to report. 

 
8. REFEREES REPORT. 

- Nothing to report 
 

9. REGISTRAR 

http://www.liwsa.com/
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- I sent out the email for the team registration which will be due June 30. If you 
receive any emails about registration or if any new teams coming in, give me a 
heads up. 

- I’m working on the spreadsheet for the additional player fees 
- Question, are we bringing the maximum player back to 24? Yes, it was voted on for 

only one season. Will change it back in the system. 
 

10. RISK MANAGEMENT REPORT.  
- Absent, no report. 
 

 
11. OPERATIONS MANAGER’S REPORT 

Financials – we are still paying out bills and our account has dipped below $60,000. Thiswill be 
the first year we will be operating at a loss in quite some time and that is partially 

due to the fact we never raised the fees as voted on by the members a raise of $100 per 
team across the board pre pandemic. This hopefully will begin to cover some added 
expenses as medallions (we did not pay for medallions this season as I used old ones this 
year) and awards. Also we never factored in the cost of an admin and this will need to 
be budgeted for as will the new allstar format which I will speak on shortly. I have not 
withdrawn Zoom and Quick book payments which I have paid for this past season $528. 
To cover all these added costs the$100 team fee across the board will help but we will 
also need to raise individual player registration fees by $7 per head. Why? This I will 
explain now and feel free to ask questions at any point. The fee hike will be due to a 
proposed Referee fee hike which the Board will need to work towards before next 
season begins. During one of my voting structure meetings with all the adult 
associations the discussions somehow went to the current referee situation in the 
province. It was interesting as common ground between us all was in abundance until 
we got to fee structures. Throughout the province all different rates are paid and 
method of payment differ also. Much to my surprise I discovered we pay the least with 
only the VISL being remotely close. The VISL pays 65 per middle and 33 per line. Here 
are the original costs in approximation per season. I would propose a raise of $5 per 
assignment and .50 per allocation. 
2021/22Games= this includes AR fees (720) $43,200 plus allocation fees =(790) $1975.5 
The current total runs around $45,175.50 
2022/23Games= this includes AR fees (720) $46,805 plus allocation fees =(790) $2370 
The new total runs will run around $49,175 approx. raise 4000 dollars. 
1,000 members would have to pay $4 dollars just to cover this cost. The other three 
would go for assessments and other daily fees occurred. The $100 across the board 
would only cover just over 50% of the admin. fees. So that said if kept on I will ask for 
$200 per month for referee scheduling (will explain later) and forgo any other raise at 
this time. I will be sitting down with our book keeper this Tuesday and go through our 
books. On a good note Clint has offered to build us some budgets for the future. 
At this point I would like to say thanks to Cheryl as we have almost completed the task 
of moving most payments to E-transfer which our book keeper likes a lot. 
2. What has Casey been up to? A lot actually, so will try to keep it brief 
a.) Provincials an LIWSA sweep but many hardships along the way with the new BCSA site. 
All teams have been paid travel from us. We are just waiting for funds from BCSA. I 
spent the rainy weekend in Vancouver taking 1976 photos. 
 
b.) The Golden Boot! Marta, Janet and I will spend the next two weekends getting the 
winners together for presentations, It had to be done in separate shoots but no 
worries Marta will do some photo editing and make it look real nice!! Right Marta? 
c.) City sports field user’s group; I have been meeting with the city and the group on 
Finlayson use and other venues (city says to be discussed later) around the city. 
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Most of it is about practice times and field use. I have told them the LIWSA would like to 
keep their Friday night time slot and use it as a scheduled field for LIWSA match of the 
week. 
d.) John has decided to step away as referee scheduler. I will be taking over the referee 
scheduling as part of the admin duties. Notice I only said referee scheduler as he has 
decided that he would stay on as head ref and help us with referee assessments, 
advisements and in general his knowledge of the game from a game officials point of 
view. Head Ref? What is that? It would be a new position that would be created by 
all of you! Something to put forward and get done. 
e.) Now that the season is up and the AGM is falling upon us it is time to think what one 
is to do in the future, What positions are open and if you wish to stay. Please bring 
these choices to the AGM. 
f.) Will need approval from you guys so we can raise the referee fees. I was shocked when 

I found out we were the lowest paying. I need approval from you guys for the $65/$35. 
- Motion to raise the referee fees to $65 for a middle and $35 for an AR by Marta. 

Seconded, Gareth. All in favour, passed. 
- Motion to raise the allocation fee to raise the refereeing scheduling fee, allocations, 

from $2.50 to $3.00 by Marta. Seconded, Gareth. Motion passed. 
- Had a photo shoot for the Golden Boot today, was nice and heartwarming. All were 

in their full uniforms, joking and laughing together. Going over really well. 
- Motion to go in camera 7:30pm by Marta. Seconded Leah. Motion to go out of 

camera at 7:38pm by Marta. Seconded, John. 
- You all have my admin review, I will leave the meeting now and let you guys decide 

what to do about my position next year. With the financial situation I suggested not 
a raise, but just adding the $200 per month for referee scheduler addition. (Casey 
put in waiting room) 

 
- Discussion on the review process of the Operations Manager. Board has decided to 
have Casey stay on for another year as an interim position of operations manager, and 
between Feb-Mar 2023 we will do a formal review of the position. 
- Jean Fraser has decided to step down as the O30 liaison. Andy Hayward has 
expressed interest in join the exec, and has been nominated for O30 liaison. 
-Question from John: will my position stay as a non-elected position, or will my 
position become an elected position. I’m happy to put my name forward to stand as a 
Director at Large, position of Head Referee. Leah nominates John for Director at Large. 
-AGM will be June 26, 5pm. 
 

      12. Liaison’s Report 
- Nothing to report 

                              
 

13.NEW BUSINESS 
- Jules recommends Respect in Sport for Active Leaders course – a free course for 

coaches. Certified for 5 years after taking it. Jules to send us the link. 
- We have to go over the agenda for the AGM and make a draft. Draft agenda format 

shared by Marta. Cheryl will add items given from exec into the draft agenda. 
 
 
 
14. MOTION TO ADJOURN 

- Motion to adjourn Marta. Seconded Marta. Meeting adjourned 8:14pm. 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  
July 11, 2022 @ 5:00 pm | Via Zoom details to follow 

 

 
MEETING PROCEEDINGS 

 Description   

1 Meeting called to order at 7:02 pm by Gareth.  

 2 

Overview of Zoom meeting Functions & Etiquette   
- Use chat to indicate you want to say something or include raised hand 
- If we are out of sequence please be patient and understanding 
- For motions we are going to use an electronic poll, when comes time 

will remove the folks who do not have voting 
- Please rename yourselves by entering the letter V at the beginning of 

your name 
- Elections will be by raised hands, keep hand up until indicated that 

counted everybody 

Marta 

3 
Motion to have 2021 AGM Minutes as read: Jen Spark. Seconded: Rebecca 
Kinkade. Motion passed. 

 

4 Introduction of Executive Members & Reports 

a. President’s Report  

 Vacant 
b. Vice-President Report  

 Vacant 

  

 

c. Operations Managers report 
- The season went well a few bumps and floods along the way but it 

went well. 
- The LIWSA swept the provincials in all categories entered. Congrats to 

Cowichan Cougars Masters B-Cup, Gorge FC div.1 B Cup and Gorge FC 
Team sales premier A-Cup  who are now for the first time in 27 years 
off to represent their club and the LIWSA at the National 
Championships in October. A bit of tough news is that we lost a berth 
in the masters B cup as we had declared for three and could only 
produce two. We will now require 15 teams in the O30s category to 
gain a third spot. 

- Once all the divisions are determined after registration is finally closed 
I will begin working on Schedules. Please ensure you have the right 
preferred game days and playing times on your team registration. Last 
year we had too many last minute changes. If a change is to be made it 
must be before 5:00pm three days before the game. If not a game 
change fee will be charged. Any game cancelled within 24 hours of 
without a warranted reason. The Team will be charged game officials 
game fees and if field cost occur they will be responsible for that also. 

- Game Officials: 
- At one of my meetings with other clubs I discovered we in fact pay the 

Casey  
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lowest fees in the province at the adult level. We will be raising all 
assignments by $5 and Ref middles 65 per and ARs 35 per. The 
allocation fees will go to $3 per assignment. John and I will be working 
together to try to make this a good experience for all. So please please 
use your match report on your team page to let us know what you 
thought of your game official. This will help us in scheduling. If no ref 
shows up for your game please do not walk away find someone to do 
the game and the LIWSA will compensate with full game fees. Work 
together and mutually agree on a capable person. 

- I have been sitting on a sports group users committee with the city. 
This is going well but a few hiccups being ironed out like who has first 
rights and pricing. We will be maintaining our Friday night spot with 
the hopes of being able to schedule a Friday night game of the week. 
This will be decided early on when the schedules are being created. 
Please note the earliest the turf will be ready is Nov.15th 2022. 

- The Golden Boot was introduced this year and was a huge success. The 
weekly updates were followed closely and at season’s the recipients 
were very happy and enjoyed the entire experience. I would like to 
thank Kelly Wallace and Marta for all their efforts to make this happen. 

- Team pages are going well. Teams are loading up pics and getting their 
rolling banners working and are getting comments from others. If your 
page has info it can work as a great recruiting tool. Kelly and I will be 
out taking pics when we can and can help you load up your pages. 

- Not much more I think unless you can think of something or have some 
questions 

  
- Now for the financials 
- Marta can you pull up the notice to reader? 
- As you can all see at the end of March we had a profit margin of $28 

000 I personally did not agree with that and so I did a reconciliation of 
the past 27 months. I have reconciled all monies that have gone in and 
out and have sent the book keeper all the info. The differences came 
about as a lot of large expenses carried on into April and May mainly 
due to Referee payouts and Co-vid refunds approx./ 12,000 dollars and 
last year 2021/22 we were approx.. 10,000 short at season’s end but 
that’s when the refunds from BCSA and LIWSA kicked in to the tune of 
around approx.. 15,000. Which pretty well covers the massive profit. 
However this being after the season’s end it threw  our books out.  Last 
year in June we closed 49,557.65 and this year at 54,474 .50 a 
difference 5,082.85 to the positive. We still have uncashed cheques out 
there but working on it and working to have as many as possible move 
to e-Transfer. I hope this helps as are books are clean and if needed I 
can produce for an audit. Another reason for the two year 
reconciliation on my part was to let the Bookkeeper see my average 
expenditures and hope fully work on some budgets for next season 

  
- 5000 extra 

Using extra medallions from past season I saved 2500 coupled with no 
Allstars 2-3 thousand it speaks for it all. 
  
  



 

 

- Provincial voting Structure: 
- As this is a very contentious item I will open the floor to questions and 

will answer as best I can. Please let’s keep this civil as I will be as 
informative as I possibly can. I would suggest a time limit as this could 
go on and on. 

  

 Voting structure: 15 min time limit.  

 A bit of background: BC Soccer has been asked by Canada 
Soccer to come up with a more equitable voting structure. 
That said, BC Soccer decided in late January to visit everyone 
separately and asked us what we would think would be a 
fair voting structure. Almost all the adult leagues right away 
said most of us said 65/35 or 60/40. What BC Soccer had in 
mind was stakeholders only. Voting structure before was 
50/50. BC Soccers stakeholder structure would be 85/15. 
Finding out they only want us to have 15% would give us 
virtually no say. This voting structure is not for rules, it’s for 
voting on board members and constitution and bylaw 
ammendments. The adult leagues have been meeting, we 
met with some youth league people, we have a strong 
negotiator and so do the youth. They are going to meet to 
discuss this. What FIFA uses is what we would like, by 
district, which would be 15 youth to 11 adult. We don’t find 
the offer very equitable. We are concerned that metro youth 
clubs would have full control. 

 Questions: What exactly are the adult leagues worried 
about? That we would have no voice in the room 
whatsoever. Not at 15%.  

 BC Soccer is not wanting to come back to the table. BC 
Soccer themselves have a bylaw that they need to come 
back to the table. 

 Question: What are you recommending? The adult leagues 
are proposing voting by district, like 15 youth districts to 11 
adult districts 

 Question: What are you looking for from us? I am just letting 
you know where the adult leagues are at, we are unified on 
this, and all we want to do right now is get BC Soccer back to 
the table to hash this out. 

 We just want to live in a happy atmosphere with youth. We 
care about the youth, we are parents of children in youth 
leagues, we coach in the youth leagues. It’s the grassroots of 
soccer. We want to be able to play too and have a few 
people on the board for the adults.  

 Question: Just wanted to clarify, I think where we’re at right 
now, latest CSA has come out to say it’s very clear they said 
this will be resolved by Nov. 22 or else will sanction BC 
Soccer.  – And it should be, BC Soccer should be willing to 
come back to the table by then. All the adults want to do is 
talk about something fair, with reason. 

 Question: Correct me if I’m wrong, this comes from Canada 
Soccer, has anybody approached someone at Canada Soccer 



 

 

to find out if their proposed solution is viable? Glad you said 
that, Canada Soccer has basically put it out there for them to 
resolve on their own (BC Soccer). Canada Soccer know 
Concaf and FIFA use that system (15/11) why is that not 
good enough for us? 

 Everyone has to try and work together on this. I’ve been 
doing this for 19 years, and to be honest there has never 
been a divide in the room at an AGM. The only thing coming 
out of this voting structure is there is a divide coming up, 
which nobody wants. We want to work together. 

 Question: this will be resolved by November or soccer has to 
cease, that’s the risk. There will be a meeting before that 
and all points of agenda have to be met to adjourn the 
meeting. 

 The next meeting I go to I will drop a note to let you know if 
it’s positive or not, but I’m hoping it will be positive. 

 

d. Discipline Report 

 Brief of what happened last season. For the league we have 
a total of 63 yellows, 13 cup, total of 76 yellows, 5 reds for 
the league and 5 for cup. 5 discipline meetings. Still have 3 
players that need to serve out their discipline hearings for 
next Sept. And still have a coach that needs to serve out 7 
cup game suspension 

 2 forfeits for premier league and 2 forfeits for div 3 

Leah  

 
e. Secretary’s Report 

- Nothing to report 
Cheryl  

 

f. Registrar’s Report 
i. Team Registration – Dates: June 1-30, 2022 
ii. Thank you for getting team registration in, looking into finalizing 

it on our end. I like to do everything by email so won’t give you 
too much here to remember. Changing max registration back to 
24 this year, had it up to help out with Covid player issues. Will 
send out an email that will have all the details about player 
registration. Will have the details for you before player 
registration Aug. 9. Casey will take care of sending out invoices 
to the teams. 

iii. Refunds for registration were given last year. Are working from 
scratch this year. 

iv. Player Registration – Opens August 1st, 2022 

Stacie  

 

g. Communications Report 
i. Promotion and Relegation-Appendix to agenda shows teams 
ii. One of things we want to offer to assist people with how things 

work on the website is workshops. To walk through how to 
access player cards, how to upload photos, download game 
sheets. Will offer a second one in person. Is this something that 
would be of interest? 30 minutes to walk through typical 
scenarios. Idea is to hold one in August and one in the first two 
weeks of September. Will pick a date and then send out a 
registration for the workshops. 

 
iii. Email Communication & Etiquette-Would like to ask 

Marta  



 

 

everyone to try and maintain emails and subject matters 
that are not day to day operations down a little bit. Give 
yourself 24 to 48 hours to give the executive breathing 
room. Don’t have the expectation that you’ll get a response 
right away unless it’s an urgent matter happening in the 
next couple days. Be prepared that it could take 1-3 weeks 
depending on when exec meets again. Know who to email – 
your first point of contact is always your liaison. If they can’t 
answer a question, they’ll reach out to an executive who 
can. 

iv. Rules & Regs; Coaches/Managers Manuals-Please take a 
moment to go on the website and roam around the rules, 
manuals. Casey and I did a quick reading of last season, 
modified and posted it up as fast as we could. Player photos 
– a photo of their face. Question: some people don’t 
necessarily want their photos out there. Is there a thought 
to letting this be an option? There probably is, what I 
suggest is that it’s something that be submitted to exec, if 
there’s a consensus from teams that they want to transition 
to that. We can’t pick and choose for one person, but they 
can write into the exec with the terms of their circumstance.  

 

h. Competitions Report 
i. 2021-22 LIWSA Cup Competitions 
ii. Gorge premier, working to see how we can support you 

financially. The whole league will be rooting for you in the 
nationals! We had some great cups this year, fantastic 
games. Everything will be status quo until we find a 
competitions chair. Marta and I will be doing all the trophies 
at the coaches and managers meeting in Sept. 

  

 

i. Risk Management Report 
- Some CRCs that I did not receive, hoping in September 

everyone has an up to date email address in case some people 
aren’t receiving my emails. Going forward we are going to be a 
lot stricter with time frame. Some confusion around the rules 
but BC Soccer rules are three years. 

Heather  

 

j. Referee’s Report 
- Still having problems getting enough referees to cover all of the 

games. Ongoing issue that was also encountered at youth 
provincials, a lot of scrambling to do to fill all the games there. 
A lot of them have reduced the number of games they are 
willing to do in a weekend. Will be trying to get more players 
or managers in the league to sign up for referreeing courses 
and hopefully we can have more information on that coming 
out. We didn’t have a great buy in on that last year but will try 
again. Even if willing to become an assistant, it will help us. 
Games are made better by having officials. A couple of referees 
from this season will not be coming back based on feedback 
we’ve had and our assessment process where I’ve gone to 
watch officials surreptitiously. On a personal note, I am going 
to be stepping away from doing the scheduling this year, Casey 
will be taking that over as part of the game scheduling process. 

John  



 

 

Will be out there as more of a head referee where I am helping 
officials, giving feedback, looking at problem officials/coaches 
and dealing with that. 

- Question: where do you recruit from? Do you go to the clubs, 
ask the kids? Several different ways, small sided referees who 
are developed by the clubs and other instructors to get them 
into working as officials as assistants and small-sided youth 
games. Try to nurture those into full-field games. Then 
transition into doing full-field middles for the adult league this 
year. Ideally the need is for people in our league to be involved 
in our league. Huge attrition rate, lose about 20% of officials 
every year. Very important – what type of referee we have 
affects the game so much. We are losing referees because they 
don’t want to be abused. We have to as coaches and managers 
of teams, we have to be responsible and recognize the referee 
is a person there to do a job, and referee abuse is kind of on 
par with workplace harassment. 

- Comment: Refs are not perfect, neither are the coaches and 
managers. Have even had coaches yelling at young ARs and 
they’re in tears. So much talk about how horrible the refs are 
after games and kids are hearing, their comment is “I don’t 
want to do that.” Refs need respect. 

- Comment: the number of youths going in to be full-field refs is 
diminishing. Most of our full-filed referees are adults now 
which is a substantial change from the past. A couple of entry 
level courses already on the schedule.  

 

k. Liaison’s Report 
Premier (Gareth); Division 1 (Sanja); Division 2 (Adriano); Division 3 
(Samantha); O30s (Jean); O35 (Sharon) – got interest from the LDF 
team that they were looking into putting another team in the 035s. 
Pleased to say there is a team from the island 55+ playing in the 
Canada games in Kamloops in August. And BC Games in Victoria in 
September.  

  

5 
Team Roundtable – time for teams to bring out ideas and float around. If 
there is anybody that wants to say something or share something, we 
allocated 10-15 minutes tops for this roundtable. No comments. 

  

6 

Motions:  
1. Individual Player Registration Fee raise. The player registration fees 

currently are $43 per player. Due to rising costs in daily general duties 
and a more focused approach to players individual needs, the LIWSA 
board would like to have a motion put forward to raise the individual 
Player fee from $43 per to $50 per. This fee increase will be 
implemented for the 2023-2024 season. Andy. Sconded Brad.  
-based on the $7 increase how much would that increase be? Would be 
a raise of $7350. With current raise coming for the referees will cover 
that with a little bit left over.  
- was assuming that the fee increasing would go towards the refs. Yes 
team fees will be incorporated into the referee fees. Other than that we 
don’t have anything raised for everyday business such as cup. We 
implemented the team fee raise 2 years ago, next year we would like to 
implement the increase next season. 

All  



 

 

-and increase for general items, admin fees, registrar fees, registration 
going up for BC Soccer, Cups are more expensive, fields are more 
expensive. For the weekend of the cups it was almost 2000 to rent 
starlight stadium for the weekend. 
-something else members need to be aware of, any team that enters 
provincials, there is a fee. The league has always covered that. Assists in 
covering that portion. Multiple things all across. Fees have essentially 
never been increased, we have always tried to work with what we have 
brought in. Compared to everyone else, we are still relatively low. 
-not opposed, increase is justified. IF BC Soccer comes back with an 
increase, concerned that it will be more than we’re planning for. When 
BC Soccer raises fees in general it is 2-3 dollars per player. 
-Would like to understand where that money would go. We know things 
are going up, if we don’t pass it here and get more info on where that 
money would go, could we do it at another meeting like this? Yes we 
could table it until the coaches and managers meeting in January. Then 
we would know what the increase in BC Soccer fees would be. 
-you can look at the financial statements and see what money is being 
put towards. Casey can email them if anyone wants to see them. 
-16 yes, 10 no, 1 abstain. Motion is passed. 
 

2. Proposed Rule Amendment 
Original Rule 
Rule 3.3       Player Registration 
a)      Players registering for Divisions other than Over 30 and Over 35, must 
be a minimum seventeen (17) years of age or older, on or before December 31 
of the current playing year. 
b)      Teams in Divisions other than Over 30 and Over 35 shall be permitted to 
register a maximum of two (2) underage players subject to Rule 3.3 (a) above, 
hereinafter referred to as the “youth quota”. 
Rule Amendment 
Objective is to remove 3.3 (b) 
b)      Teams in Divisions other than Over 30 and Over 35 shall be permitted to 
register a maximum of two (2) underage players subject to Rule 3.3 (a) above, 
hereinafter referred to as the “youth quota”. 
Rationale 
The Liwsa believes it is time to remove Rule 3.3 (b) as the two points of rationale 
for the removal (listed below) have been brought forward 

1. Many 17 year old players are leaving the game as there are not enough 

options for them to continue playing. 

2. Many Current LIWSA teams are struggling to attain roster numbers to 

maintain current competitive levels within their divisions. 

-would like to hear the evidence, based on last year’s teams. Don’t have 

such data, as a point of view from an administrator is appointing a 

restriction that we can’t speak on. Should be administered by the youth, 

not us. Why are we administering that restriction as an adult league?  

-Prospect lake soccer had to fold because we didn’t have enough 

players and would have benefitted from younger players. 

-How would you expect the youth clubs to do any monitoring on this? -



 

 

What I’m concerned about here, let’s be clear have adult daughters, do 

not believe that this works well for the future of the adult game. If you 

strip-mine team soccer, we won’t be able to put teams on the field and 

then there will be no teams left. The current system with permitting 

seems like the perfect solution. With the exception of regionally based 

teams, then can make an exception. 

-This restriction was put in place quite a few years back to assist the 

youth league. There was no youth quote years back and LISA 

approached us that they were struggling and in kind, liwsa worked with 

the youth to implement this quota. Now we’re in the seat, where we’re 

finding teams are approaching us with these same concerns. 

-We put it for the membership to decide, we are just doing our work as 

members asked for this to be put on the table for a motion. It’s not the 

executive that are changing the rule, it’s the membership.  

-I’m a little worried just because I’m on both sides of it, would like to 

keep my youth team but would like to have u1718 girls when they get 

there. Did they have a u17 team at prospect lake that they were 

planning to take players from? If they can’t play in u1718 then if we take 

that pathway out, we’ll end up losing a lot more females from the game. 

If it’s a numbers swapping around thing, then we’re killing somewhere 

else to fund somewhere new. We need to attract more players to the 

game. 

-Campbell River has folded this year because they don’t have enough 

players. Courtenay/Comox tried putting a team together u1718 that 

have no place to play. Waiting to see what happens with the Nanaimo 

u18s if they are going to ask for special dispensation to play in our 

league. All I hear is talk about restricting players and taking away 

freedom of choice, players should play where they want to play. 

-It’s up to the clubs that have adult programs to guide their registered 

players to appropriate teams. It’s not up to the league to restrict where 

players can play. 

-Hypothetically we could go into Shergold cup next year with a u18 

team going against over 30s. Are there other leagues in the province 

with a similar rule? MWSL has no quota and they just changed their 

minimum age to 16. 

-I like the rule the way it is an the fact that you can call up players by 

permit. 

-Answering Angus’ question, can only speak for my own team, we had a 

div 2/3 blend to make sure we could have a team for those who felt 

comfortable. And then we had a long bench for one team rather than a 

short bench for two. Can’t say what would have happened had we 

decided to split. 

-Spoke with Vince at VISL that minimum age is 14 years of age. Question 



 

 

to the group here is why there is such an age difference between mens 

program, MWSL and our program.  

-VISL has a u21 division that has a pathway for the youth players. MWSL 

has a high population. There is a lot of cobbling teams to create teams 

and make sure players can play. 

-The reason the rule came in if memory serves, is there was a team 

which was exceptional years ago and the whole team came to Lakehill. 

Won every game. And that was one of the justifications. Have a 

fundamental problem with this as it doesn’t provide hard evidence. 

-Like I said before, it was something brought up from a member and it is 

our duty to put it on the table to be voted on. Whether there is 

evidence or not, this is how it works. Ultimately it’s for everyone to vote 

based on what they’ve heard. 

Results: 8 yes, 18 no, 0 abstain. Motion not passed.  

7 New Business – any new business? No new business.   

8 

Board Elections: List of positions: vacant & up for election: 
Any nominations on the floor? Going once going twice going three times. … 
stands. Will you stand? 

- President (Vacant) – written nomination for Marta Ausio-Esteve 
.nominated by Andy Harward. Marta elected as president. 

- Vice President (Vacant) – no nominations 
- Communications Chair – Vacant – no nominations 
- Competitions Chair – Vacant – no nominations 
- Risk Management – Heather will you stand? Yes. 
- Premier Liaison – Gareth will you stand? Yes. 
- Div 1 Liaison – Sanja will you stand? 
- Div 3 Liaison – Samantha will you stand? Yes. 
- O30 Liaison – Vacant – written nomination for Andy Harward nominated 

by Neall Rowlings. Andy elected as O30 Liaison. 
- New position: Director at Large - Head Referee. John elected as Director 

at Large - Head Referee. 
Motion to adjourn: John. Seconded: Marc. Motion passed. Meeting adjourned 
9:06 pm. 

Cheryl  

 
  



 

 

Appendix 1 

Promotion/Relegation  

PREMIER 

1. Gorge FC Team Sales 
2. Saanich Fusion Susan's 
3. Nanaimo United (DF) 

4. Lakehill FC 
5. Campbell River FC 
6. Gorge FC – promoted from Division 1 

  

DIVISION ONE 

1. Lakehill Reds 
2. Castaways FC 
3. SFFC United 
4. PACE FC Wolfpack 
5. Lakehill FC 

6. Prospect Lake Lakers 
7. Gorge United 
8. Nanaimo United (JT) – relegated from Premier 
9. Bays United FC – promoted from Division 2 
10. Cowichan FC – promoted from Division 2 

  

DIVISION TWO 

1. JDF United 
2. Salt Spring United 
3. Vic West FC 
4. Nanaimo United FC 
5. Gorge FC 

6. Lakehill FC 
7. SFFC Cascades – relegated from Division 1 
8. JDF (AH) – promoted from Division 3 
9. SFFC – promoted from Division 3 

 

DIVISION THREE 

1. Lakehill FC 
2. Prospect Lake Lakers 
3. JDF FC (TD) 
4. Gorge Masters 
5. Nifa Pacific United FC 
6. Bays United FC 
7. JDF FC (AS) 

8. Vic West FC 
9. Lakehill Limes 
10. Ladysmith Strikers 
11. Bays United FC (RC) 
12. Gorge United 
13. Fernwood City FC – relegated from Division 2 
14. Peninsula FC – relegated from Division 2 

 

O30A* O30B* 035 

1. Castaways United 
2. Prospect Lake Lakers 
3. Gorge FC 
4. Cowichan Cougars 
5. Vic West FC 

1. SFFC Fire 
2. Castaways FC 
3. Victoria Athletics 
4. Juan de Fuca 
5. Prospect Lake Lakers 

1. Peninsula Sula Sisters 
2. Saanich Fusion 
3. Sooke Jaggers 
4. Gorge FC 
5. Vic West Scottish 
6. Bays United Breakers 

*There will be a meeting post-team registration -  of the O30A and O30B 
teams to discuss upcoming 2022-23 season format 
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